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Abstract
Being diagnosed with cancer can be an overwhelming experience for people with cancer and
their loved ones. Both the disease and it, treatment causes a variety of symptoms.
This research was done with the overall purpose of assessing cancer patients knowledge about
different aspects of self care. Among ١٣٤ cases ٧٥.٤% was woman (١٠١ cases) and ٢٤.٦% was
men (٣٣cases). The mean age of patients was ٤٦.٨years with a range from ١٦ to ٧٩ years. The
most frequent incidence was in the illiterate population with ٤٧.٨% (٦٤cases) and only ٨.٢%
(١١cases) had university educations. ٦٤.٩% (٧٨ cases) was housewives and only ٢.٢% (٣ cases)
was students. The married subjects was ٨٤.٣% (١١٣ cases) and ٤٧.٨% (٦٩ cases) and been
diagnosed with breast cancer. The following visit varied from ١ to ٢٢ times. ٢٧.٦% (٣٧cases)
and single chemotherapy program and ٧٢.٤% (٩٧cases) had combined chemotherapy. ٨٢.١%
(١١٠cases) had done periodic test for following complications of treatment. From information a
bout its importance. ٥٢.٢% (٧٠cases) had low level of knowledge about chemotherapy
complications. ٥٣% (٧١ cases) did not have certain sources to take information and in ٣٧.٣%
(٥٠cases) source of information was physician. Physical Care score was about ٣ to ١٦ with mean
٨.٨ and psychological care score was about ٦ to ٢٠ with mean ١٥. There was a statistically
significant result between physical care score and education (p<٠.٠٠٤) and following visits
(p<٠.٠٠١) According to this research results cancer patient education about self care is very
important and also these results emphasize on nurses attention to these programs.
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